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Abstract: The advent of mobile scenario-based consumption popularizes and gradually maturates
the application of point of interest (POI) recommendation services based on geographical location.
However, the insufficient fusion of heterogeneous data in the current POI recommendation services
leads to poor recommendation quality. In this paper, we propose a novel hybrid POI recommen-
dation model (NHRM) based on user characteristics and spatial-temporal factors to enhance the
recommendation effect. The proposed model contains three sub-models. The first model considers
user preferences, forgetting characteristics, user influence, and trajectories. The second model studies
the impact of the correlation between the locations of POIs and calculates the check-in probability
of POI with the two-dimensional kernel density estimation method. The third model analyzes the
influence of category of POI. Consequently, the above results were combined and top-K POIs were
recommended to target users. The experimental results on Yelp and Meituan data sets showed
that the recommendation performance of our method is superior to some other methods, and the
problems of cold-start and data sparsity are alleviated to a certain extent.

Keywords: POI recommendation; user preference; user influence; forgetting characteristic; trajectory

1. Introduction

With the prevalence of smart mobile devices, location-based social networks (LBSNs)
such as Foursquare, Gowalla, and Yelp have grown rapidly and become increasingly
popular in recent years [1]. These platforms have offered users a way to share their life
experiences in the form of a check-in. As a result, a large amount of user movement
information can be obtained from the LBSNs, which provide a great opportunity to better
analyze user behavior and preferences for a point of interest (POI) [2,3]. The POI recom-
mendation service is designed to recommend the POIs and corresponding products to
users and meets the potential needs of users, enhancing user experience to a certain extent
eventually. Nowadays, in the mobile scenario-based consumption, it is a run-of-the-mill
practice of sharing one’s personal experiences, comments, scores, and moods at various
POIs on localized service platforms when users check-in at restaurants, bars, shopping
malls, museums, art galleries, and parks to evaluate services and share experiences. The
personalized POI recommendation services integrated with situational stimulation based
on mining and analyzing users’ massive check-in information, comments, and relevant
behavior are favored by service providers. In order to better increase user experience in
mobile scenarios, the industry and academia focus on how to improve the quality of POI
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recommendation service, stimulate new consumption vitality, and meet the accurate and
diverse needs of users.

Most of the existing POI recommendation methods are based on the following factors
to analyze user preferences and calculate personalized recommendation results. (1) Histori-
cal scoring and comments. The visited POIs are customarily scored and commented, which
is revealing in the user’s preference for a certain POI intuitively. Ren et al. [4] proposed a
joint probability generation model named GTSCP to simulate the decision-making process
of a user’s checked-in behavior, while effectively disposing of data sparsity. Xiong et al. [5]
proposed a method of POI recommendation of Communication-Based Social Networks
(CBSNs), an approach that portrayed users’ interests by integrating user relationships and
potential emotions in user comments at the same time as getting rid of the untrustworthy
issue in LBSNs. (2) Geographical location. The geographical location of the POI has a close
bearing on the user’s checked-in behavior [6]. (3) The category of POI. Generally, each
POI belongs to a category, and this category factor significantly affects the user’s activities.
Zhang et al. [7] developed a new hierarchical category transformation (HCT) framework,
which employed transformation among different levels of the category to capture users’
preferences under different categories and utilizes the hierarchical dependency between
POI and categories to figure out cold start. (4) Multidimensional factors. Some scholars
proposed POI recommendation methods based on check-in scoring, geographical location,
and check-in time [3,8].

However, current research on POI recommendation rarely conducts more in-depth
studies on complex factors of users (i.e., considers a single factor or uses a single model
based on many factors). In addition, it does not perform additional subdivision of im-
portant factors (i.e., considers influence of these factors on fine dimensions). Therefore,
it is essential to address the problems that the current POI recommendation methods
are insufficient for users’ multi-source heterogeneous data fusion, which leads to poor
recommendation quality. This paper proposes a hybrid POI recommendation model in-
tegrating users’ characteristics and space-time factors. The proposed model consists of
three sub-models. The first model considers factors including user preference, user in-
fluence, forgetting characteristics, and historical trajectory. The second model refines the
recommendation by looking into the correlation between the positions of POI, which are
not considered in the first model and calculates the visit probability of POI. The third
model produces corresponding recommendation results by weighting the POI category
preference. Subsequently, the above recommendation results are fused and top-K POIs are
recommended to the target users. Compared with the current POI recommendation models,
we not only considered many factors on fine-dimensions, but also used complementary
sub-models to achieve high quality POI recommendation. The experimental results showed
that the proposed method improves the accuracy of recommended results and alleviates
the problems of cold-start and data sparsity to a certain extent. Theoretically, our study
contributes to the effective usage of multidimensional data science and analytics for POI
recommender system design. In practice, our results can be used to improve the quality of
personalized POI recommendation services for websites and applications.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) A hybrid POI recommendation model is proposed, which fully considers user pref-
erence, user influence, forgetting characteristics, trajectory, geographic location rele-
vance, and category.

(2) A method to quantify the emotion of a user’s comment is suggested, regarding the
influence of the emotional degree and emotional polarity of the comment text.

(3) Aiming at the feature that the user’s preference on POI visited recently is higher than
that one visited previously, an effective forgetting function is proposed.

(4) Considering the correlation between the locations of POIs, a two-dimensional kernel
density estimation function is used to estimate the individualized two-dimensional
check-in probability density of each user and to obtain the probability.
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(5) The influence of the POI categories on the user’s check-in behavior is analyzed.
Weighting the POI category preference to calculate the user’s preference for the
category is performed afterward.

2. Literature Review

In recent years, POI recommendation is in vogue in the field of personalized recom-
mendation. Traditional personalized recommendation methods are widely migrated and
applied to POI recommendations. Scholars have proposed POI recommendation methods
based on collaborative filtering technology [9–12], content-based POI recommendation
methods [13–15], location-based social network POI recommendation methods [16–19], etc.

The POI recommendation method based on collaborative filtering technology cal-
culates the user’s preference for POI through mining and analyzing the user’s check-in
information, thus generating recommendation results [20]. Common methods include [21]
memory-based collaborative filtering recommendation method and model-based collabo-
rative filtering recommendation method. Memory-based collaborative filtering method
uses check-in data to calculate the similarity between users or POIs, thus generating
recommendation results. Model-based collaborative filtering [22–24] usually uses ma-
trix decomposition technology to construct a “user-POI” matrix, analyze the correlation
between the two, and express each user and POI as a K-dimensional potential vector, respec-
tively. Wang et al. [9] proposed a trust-enhanced user similarity calculation method based
on network representation learning, which combined the preference of trust-enhanced
users for potential POI with the influence of POI’s geography and check-in time. Xu [25]
proposed a novel recommendation method based on the MapReduce framework, which
considered many factors and improved the collaborative filtering model through a novel
similarity calculation process. Si et al. [26] used the K-means algorithm to divide users
into active users and inactive users, taking into account the influence of users’ check-in
time characteristics, and made POIs’ recommendations based on the collaborative filtering
method. Xu [27] proposed a novel recommendation method based on matrix decomposi-
tion technology of social networks by clustering users and considering various complex
factors. Zhang et al. [28] proposed a new approach, called LORE, to exploit sequential
influence on location recommendations. First, LORE incrementally mined sequential
patterns from location sequences and represented the sequential patterns as a dynamic
Location-Location Transition Graph.

Content-based POI recommendation is used to judge the user’s preference by an-
alyzing the user’s data (such as gender and age) and location characteristics (such as
tags and categories), thus making a recommendation [20]. Ren et al. [29] proposed a
context-aware POI recommendation probability matrix factorization method. This method
effectively integrated context information, geographic information, social information, cate-
gory information, and popular information. Xu et al. [30] considered seasonal and weather
background information in the mining and recommendation process, and proposed a POI
recommendation method based on the historical theme distribution of users traveling in
other cities and given environmental information. Kolahkaj et al. [31] used the dynamic
context modeling method to integrate context information into the recommendation pro-
cess that would provide dynamic tourism recommendations for tourists according to their
current context information. Gavalas and Kenteris [32] combined context information
(such as the current user’s location, time, weather conditions, and places that the user
has visited) to expand collaborative filtering technology, thus improving the recommen-
dation system in a pervasive environment. Xu et al. [33] established an improved trust
relationship measurement method by determining direct and indirect trust relationships
and then integrated the comprehensive trust relationship, user preferences, check-in time,
and geographical location into the matrix decomposition model.

The POI recommendation method based on location social network refers to un-
derstanding user behaviors and preferences through location information in a new het-
erogeneous network and recommending POI that users may be interested in [34]. POI
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recommendations using user check-in history are usually influenced by many factors such
as geography, time, sequence, and society [35]. Liu et al. [36] proposed a recommendation
method based on geographic time perception hierarchical attention network (GT-HAN).
They established a “geography-time” attention network to reveal the relationship between
the overall sequence dependence and different POIs and adaptively selected relevant
check-in activities from the check-in history to learn users’ preferences so that GT-HAN
could distinguish users’ preferences for different POIs. Xiong et al. [5] proposed a latent
probabilistic generative model called HI-LDA (Heterogeneous Information-based LDA),
which could accurately capture users’ words on CBSNs by taking into full consideration
the information on LBSNs including geographical effect as well as the abundant infor-
mation including social relationship, users’ interactive behaviors, and comment content.
Zhao et al. [37] proposed a POI mining method and a personalized recommendation model
by fusing sentimental spatial context and geographical attributes of location. Rong et al. [38]
proposed a novel POI recommendation approach called GeoEISo. The support vector re-
gression (SVR) model based on Gaussian radial basis kernel function was used to predict
the explicit trust value between users, and then a novel trust-based recommendation model
was proposed, which introduced explicit and implicit social trust information into the POI
recommendation process at the same time.

To sum up, the POI recommendation methods mentioned above analyze user-related
context information from different dimensions and provide more accurate recommendation
results to a certain extent. Some integrate social relationship, geographical information,
and temporal information into the recommendation method to improve recommendation
quality, while others consider user profiles and check-in features to improve the accuracy
of the recommendation results. However, they lack the study of fine-grained factors and
their correlations, as well as constructing a single model. Therefore, the recommendation
effect needs further enhancement.

3. Hybrid POI Recommendation Model

To tackle the defect of existing methods, this paper proposes a novel hybrid POI recom-
mendation model (NHRM) that integrates user characteristics and space-time factors. The
model framework is shown in Figure 1. The model consists of three sub-models. The first
model considers the influence of user preference, user influence, forgetting characteristics,
and trajectory on the selection of POI, calculates user similarity based on collaborative
filtering method, and generates corresponding recommendation results. The second model
considers the influence of the correlation among the geographical locations of POI on the se-
lection of POI, introduces a two-dimensional kernel density estimation method to calculate
the visit probability of users to POI, and generates corresponding recommendation results.
The third model analyzes the influence of POI category on POI selection and generates
corresponding recommendation results by weighting the POI category preference. Finally,
the above recommendation results are fused and top-K POIs are recommended to the
target users.

3.1. POI Recommendation Sub-Model Integrated with Multidimensional Factors

This model considers the influence of user preference, user influence, forgetting
characteristics, and trajectory on the selection of POI, calculates user similarity based on
the collaborative filtering method, and generates corresponding recommendation results.

3.1.1. User Preference Analysis Based on Historical Scores and Comments

This paper analyzes users’ overall preferences for a certain POI from two dimen-
sions: user history score and comment. Regarding the quantitative calculation of user
comment information, this paper employs emotion scores to reflect user comment prefer-
ence. The user’s emotion is divided into five levels for emotional degree, ranging from
1–5 points. At the same time, we set the emotion polarity of 1 for positive emotions and
2 for negative emotions.
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Figure 1. Framework of Hybrid Recommendation Model.

Firstly, the emotional words in the comments are assigned corresponding values
(1–5 points) according to the emotional degree. Then, based on emotion polarity, positive
emotions are given positive values and negative emotions are given negative values.
In view of the situation that negative words are placed before emotional words, the final
emotion score of the user will be calculated by multiplying the emotion score by a certain
negative value. (1) When the emotional words are positive emotions, namely, that the
emotion score is 1 to 5 points, and when the emotion score is 4 points or more, we multiply
the emotion score by−1 to obtain the final emotion score. If the emotion score is less than 3,
multiply the emotion score by −0.5. (2) when that emotional word is a negative emotion,
namely, that the emotion score is −5 to −1, and when the emotion score is −4 or lower,
we multiply the emotion score by −1 to obtain the final emotion score. If the emotion
score is greater than −3, multiply the emotion score by −0.5. Consider some special
circumstances, that is, the use of negative words reverses the emotion polarity slightly.
For example, there are extreme positive (negative) adjectives after negative words. Such as,
if the emotion score of “Abundant” is 3, the score of “not abundant” is not directly reversed
to −3, but multiplied by the weight of −0.5 to get −1.5. Consequently, the influence of
modal verbs in the commentary text will be analyzed. In other words, the use of modal
verbs will weaken the emotion degree of the commentary, such as words like “possible”.
In this paper, the emotion score is multiplied by 0.5 to weaken the corresponding emotion
degree. An example of affective analysis is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Example of Emotion Analysis.

Emotional Vocabulary Emotion Degree Emotion Polarity Emotion Score After Adding
Negative Words Final Score

Abundant 3 1 3 not abundant 3 × −0.5 = −1.5
Incomparable happiness 5 1 5 not happy 5 × −1 = −5

Dirty and messy 4 2 −4 not messy −4 × −1 = 4
Satisfied 4 1 4 not satisfied 4 × −1 = −4
Angry 3 2 −3 not angry 3 × 0.5 = 1.5

Based on the above principles, we perform word segmentation processing and emotion
score calculation on the user’s comment information. The emotion score of user comments
is determined by all emotional words in the comments. Assuming that the comment
contains δ emotional word, the emotion score of user u for the comment of POI l is:

R′ul =
∑l

i=1 Emotionalscore(wordδ)

count(word)
(1)
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By integrating user comments and scores, the comprehensive preference score of users
for a certain POI is obtained, and the calculation formula is as follows:

Rul = Rul + R′ul (2)

where Rul is the comprehensive preference score of user u to POI l, Rul is the historical
score of the user u to POI l, and R′ul is the emotion score of the user u to POI l.

3.1.2. User Influence Calculation

This paper introduces the influence of user authority and user comment to measure
the comprehensive influence of users. The calculation formula of user comprehensive
influence is as follows:

UIv = ρAIv + $CIv (3)

ρ + $ = 1 (4)

where AIv indicates the user authority influence score, CIv represents the score of user’s
comment influence, and ρ, $ are adjustable parameters.

User authority influence AI refers to the influence of a user on other users on social
platforms. In each social platform, the platform side will give users a certain identity rank
based on the usage of users in various aspects of the platform. Generally speaking, the
users ranked high have a longer platform service life and are more active in speaking and
participating than users ranked low. The users who manage their social accounts attentively
will have a higher rank and may have a higher influence on others. In the analysis of users
of a series of localized life service platforms such as ‘Dianping’, this paper finds that these
platforms will give authoritative ratings to users. According to the comprehensive usage
and influence of users, they divide users into non-members and VIP users, and among
VIP users, they are further divided into VIP users with different stars. For users with a
higher star rating, they will have a stable fan base, and the quality of comments on POIs
will be higher. When high-rank users send out high-quality comments, the authority will
give more traffic to make them receive more attention correspondingly. Therefore, the
authoritative influence calculation formula of user v is:

AIv =

{ vipv
τ , v means a VIP user

0 , others
(5)

where vipv represents the star rating or score of the VIP user and τ stands for the highest
VIP grade or score for social platforms. For example, ‘Dianping’ divides VIP users into
eight grades: lv1–lv8, when τ = 8.

User comment influence CI refers to the degree of influence of comments sent by
users on the platform on other users. Generally speaking, the higher the enthusiasm of
users to check in and comment on POIs, the higher the quality of the comments, the more
users will give a thumbs-up, review, and favorite the comments. The comment information
will spread faster also in social networks and its influence will be greater. This paper
introduces the number of thumbs-up of user comments to measure the influence of user
comments. The more thumbs-up, the greater the influence of this comment.

MTv =
∑δ

ξ=1 MTv,ξ

δ
(6)

where MTv represents the average number of thumbs-up of user v and MTv,ξ indicates
the number of thumbs-up of the ξ-th comment of user v, while δ refers to the number of
comments sent by users. Then the formula CIv for calculating the comment influence score
of user v is as follows:

CIv =
MTv −MTmin

MTmax −MTmin
(7)
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where MTmin represents the minimum of the average thumbs-up number for all users’ com-
ments and MTmax is the maximum of the average thumbs-up number for all users’ comments.

3.1.3. User Trajectory Similarity

The user’s trajectory can reflect the range and preference of the user’s frequent activi-
ties. In this paper, the trajectory similarity of users is calculated based on the geographical
coordinates of m POIs recently visited by users. Assuming that the geographical location
of the POI is expressed by longitude and latitude, the trajectory of a certain user u can be
expressed as Lu = {lu1, lu2, . . . lum}, lui = (lat αui, lon βui). The trajectory similarity of user
u and user v is calculated as follows:

simtrack(u, v) =
1

∑n
i=1 d(lui, lvi)

(8)

While

d(lui, lvi) = 2Rarcsin

√
sin2

(
lat αui − lat αvi

2

)
+ cos(lat αui)cos(lat αvi)sin2

(
lon βui − lon βvi

2

)
(9)

R stands for the radius of the earth.

3.1.4. User Similarity Based on Multidimensional Factors

After analyzing users’ historical scores and comments, the comprehensive preference
of users for POIs is calculated. Considering that the user’s interest will vary with time, an
effective forgetting function is proposed, which reflects the forgetting characteristics. The
formula is as follows:

fu(t, l) = d·sin
(

a
ti − tmin

tmax − tmin
+ b
)

(10)

where d = 4.278, a = 0.26, b = 0. 007731, and the above values are obtained by fitting a user
forgetting curve. The ti denotes the check-in time of ith POI and tmin and tmax show the
earliest and latest check-in times of all selected POIs, respectively.

Subsequently, this paper integrates user preferences, forgetting characteristics, user
influence, and trajectory into similarity calculation. The specific formula is as follows:

simuv =
∑lεL Rul · fu(t, l)·Rvl · fv(t, l)√

∑lεL (Rul · fu(t, l))2·
√

∑lεL (Rvl · fv(t, l))2
·simtrack(u, v)·UIv (11)

In this paper, Puj shows the final preference of the target user u to the POI j, and the
calculation formula is as follows:

Puj = ∑
v∈U,v 6=u

simuvcvj (12)

where simuv represents the similarity between the user u and the user v and cvj represents
the check-in behaviors of the user v to the POI j. If the POI j has been visited by the user
v, then Cvj = 1. If the POI j is not visited by the user v, then Cul = 0. We can arrange
the POIs so that the target user has not checked-in from large to small, according to the
corresponding preference degree, and generate a final recommendation.

3.2. Recommendation of Sub-Model Based on the Position Correlation among POIs

The correlation between the positions of POIs will also affect the selection of POIs.
We use the two-dimensional kernel density estimation method to model the user’s two-
dimensional geographical impact and estimate the density of the personalized two-dimensional
check-in probability of each user. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [39] is a non-parametric
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estimation, which can learn the users historical check-in, estimate the unknown probability
distribution to meet the personalized characteristics of the user’s check-in, and does not
need to know the reference location or the user’s current location.

Given the user u, set Lu = {l1, l2, l3, . . . , lm} as the POI visited by the user, and
each POI li = (lat α, lon β)T is a two-dimensional vector, where lat α, lon β represents
the longitude and latitude of the POI i, respectively. Kernel density estimation can be
expressed as follows:

f (x) =
1

nσ2

n

∑
i=1

K
(

x− li
σ

)
(13)

K (·) is a kernel function and σ is a smoothing parameter, named bandwidth. We use
the standard two-dimensional kernel function:

K(x) =
1

2π
exp

(
−1

2
xTx

)
(14)

and optimal bandwidth

σ = n−
1
6

√
1
2

σ̂T σ̂ (15)

where σ̂ is the marginal standard deviation of lu.
The probability of user u visiting the new location lk can be calculated as:

Rgeo(lk) =
1

2πnσ2

n

∑
i=1

exp
(
− 1

2σ2 (lk − li)
T(lk − li)

)
(16)

We sort the POIs that users have not visited according to the access probability from
large to small to generate a final recommendation.

3.3. Recommendation of Sub-Model Based on POI Category

The categories of POIs selected by users can reflect users’ preferences to a great extent.
Therefore, we can calculate the preference on the categories of POIs that users have visited
to obtain the corresponding preference scores of different categories. According to the
category preference score, the preference degree of POI that users have not visited is
predicted, and the corresponding POI recommendation is implemented. Considering the
influence differences of different levels of categories, this paper converts the categories of
POIs visited by users into a two-layer TF-IDF tree. Each node in the tree represents the
categories or subcategories of POI visited by users, and the corresponding value is the
preference score (the value range is [0,1]). With a concrete example, given a target user
and a POI that he or she has not visited, it is judged whether the POI is the POI that the
target user is interested in. Assuming that the category of POI belongs to Korean cuisine,
the category of POI visited by the user and the corresponding preference value is shown in
Figure 2a. If only the sub-category layer (level 2) is considered, we may not recommend
the POI to users because they have never visited the POI in this category, as shown in
Figure 2b. However, considering that the user’s preference score for the parent category
“restaurant” is 0.4723, which is higher than that of the other two categories, we believe that
the user will be interested in this POI to a certain extent. In addition, we consider that the
user’s preference for the parent category cannot fully represent his or her preference for
the sub-category category, and there will also be cases where the user likes to go to various
restaurants but does not like “Korean cuisine”. Therefore, we hold that the preference for
the sub-category has a greater impact on the recommendation results, that is, the category
level of the sub-level is higher.
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Figure 2. Example of POI Category Hierarchy.

Let c be a category in the hierarchical TF-IDF tree. Then, the preference score of the
category is calculated as follows:

t f − id f (c) =
nc

n
·log
|L|
|Lc|

(17)

where nc is the number of visits to POIs of category c, n is the number of user visits to
all POIs, |L| represents the number of POIs, and |Lc| indicates the number of POIs of
category c.

The user’s preference for a yet-visited POI can be calculated by weighting the prefer-
ence value of its category. Given a POI lk, assume A =

{
A(k)

1 A(k)
2 , . . . , A(k)

H

}
is its category

set, where H is the category level of lk and Rcate(lk) stands for the user’s preference score
for the POI lk. The formula is as follows:

Rcate(lk) = ∑
h∈{1,2,...,H}

ϕ·t f − id f
(

A(k)
h

)
(18)

where ϕ = 1
2H−h represents the greater weight of the higher class level.

According to the preference scores of users at different POIs calculated, the recom-
mendation results are generated after sorting from large to small.

3.4. Generate POI Recommendation Results

In this paper, a hybrid POI recommendation model integrating user characteristics
and space-time factors is proposed, which consists of three sub-models. Model 1 integrates
user preference, user influence, forgetting characteristics, and trajectory into similarity
calculation, and then generates corresponding POI recommendation list list1. Model 2
considers the correlation between the locations of POI, introduces a two-dimensional
kernel density estimation method, calculates the access probability of users to POI, and
generates the corresponding recommendation list list2. Model 3 analyzes the influence of
POI categories on users’ visit behavior and generates the corresponding recommendation
list list3 by weighting the category preference of POI. Finally, the three recommendation
lists are integrated to obtain the final recommendation result. The calculation formula is
as follows:

Recommendation List = αlist1 + βlist2 + γlist3 (19)

α + β + γ = 1 (20)

Before integration, we assign the same value to the POIs in each recommendation
list, and the value represents the order. Finally, the top-K POIs in the comprehensive
recommendation list are recommended to the target users.
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4. Experiment and Result Analysis

The experimental environment for this paper was the Windows 10 operating system,
and Python was employed to realize the recommended method and comparison method
proposed in this paper. In order to ensure the validity of the experiment, we applied
cross-validation to test the performance of the POI recommendation methods. The cross-
validation method used to conduct the experiments was k-fold cross-validation [39]. The
procedure had a single parameter called k that referred to the number of groups that a
given data sample was to be split into. In our experiment, we used 5-fold cross-validation,
which means the results reported in this section are the mean values over five runs.

4.1. Experimental Preparation
4.1.1. Description of the Data Set

The experimental data adopted the benchmark data set Yelp (https://www.yelp.
com/dataset, accessed on 10 February 2016) and the data set crawled from Meituan
(https://www.meituan.com/, accessed on 15 January 2021) platform. The two data sets
are described as follows.

Yelp is a well-known merchant review website in the United States, which includes
merchants in restaurants, shopping centers, hotels, tourism, and other fields. Users can
score merchants, submit comments, and exchange shopping experiences on the Yelp web-
site. We used the open data set provided by the Yelp platform, which contains 30,887 users,
18,995 POIs, and 860,888 check-in records. Some data of Yelp are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Some data of Yelp.

User POI Time Categories Coordinate Times

0 138 1185638400.0 3 21 2 (40.405245, −80.018538) 4
393 123 1226592000.0 110 2 (40.4657148,79.9535041) 4
393 102 1312732800.0 2 3 (40.4484631,79.98940859) 8
401 13,379 1310227200.0 6 11 2 (40.489141799,79.8930872) 4
491 10,330 1341244800.0 502 22 138 2 (40.459956,79.924269999) 2
632 6388 1291305600.0 87 31 103 (36.0473627825,115.1710557) 3
816 4111 1283443200.0 12 13 4 15 326 2 (36.1130255,115.1634847001) 5
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Meituan is China’s leading e-commerce platform for life services, providing various
life services such as gourmet restaurants, hotel tours, movie tickets, home decoration,
beauty salons, sports, and fitness. Users can score, comment, and communicate with
merchants on the platform. We crawled data of some merchants from January 2016 to
May 2016. The data set contains 19,573 users, 10,682 POIs, and 467,887 check-in records.
Some data of Meituan are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Some data of Meituan.

User POI Time Categories Coordinate Comment Star

91 76 2016/4/18 22:48 fast food (116.372,40.107) Will come to eat again. Not bad! I will
come to eat again. 5

6 389 2016/3/18 18:55 hot pot (121.582,30.924)

Taste good. I often come here. The boss is
nice and hospitable. The taste is not bad.

Not far from my home. Take-away is
offered. Great!

5

142 90 2016/1/31 21:38 fast food (116.451,39.924) Little noodles. The soup is extremely salty.
I’m so disappointed. 1

302 273 2016/5/23 15:54 vegetarian diet (116.357,40.085) It’s really not easy to make vegetarian
dishes delicious. Keep refueling. 4

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

https://www.yelp.com/dataset
https://www.yelp.com/dataset
https://www.meituan.com/
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4.1.2. Recommended Effect Evaluation Metrics

In the experiment, we used four metrics to evaluate the accuracy of our proposed
method: Precision, Recall, F-score, and Normalized Discount Cumulative Gain (nDCG). Each
metric is specifically described as follows.

Precision: Indicates the probability of correctly predicting positive samples among
samples predicted as positive samples. The higher the Precision is, the better the recom-
mendation effect will be.

Precision @ K =
∑u|R(u) ∩ T(u)|

K
(21)

Recall: Indicates the probability that the positive sample of the original sample is
finally correctly predicted as a positive sample. The higher the Recall is, the better the
recommendation effect will be.

Recall @ K =
∑u|R(u) ∩ T(u)|

T(u)
(22)

F-score: The Recall and Precision are weighed. The higher the F-score is, the better the
recommendation effect will be.

F− score @ K =
2 ∗ Precision @ K ∗ Recall @ K

Precision @ K + Recall @ K
(23)

nDCG: The evaluation used for ranking results reflects the accuracy of ranking. The
higher the nDCG is, the better the recommendation effect will be. Assuming that we recom-
mend k POIs, the calculation formula of nDCGk in the recommendation list is as follows:

CGk =
k

∑
i=1

reli (24)

DCGk =
k

∑
i=1

2reli − 1
log2(i + 1)

(25)

nDCGk =
DCGk
IDCGk

(26)

where CG (cumulative gain) is the cumulative gain, reli indicates the correlation or score of
the i-th POI, DCG represents the discount cumulative gain, nDCGk is the normalized discount
cumulative gain, and IDCG represents the discount cumulative gain under ideal conditions.

4.1.3. Comparison Method

We compared the method proposed in this paper (named NHRM) with the tradi-
tional and latest methods of recommending POIs. The comparison method is introduced
as follows.

Pearson: This method utilizes the Pearson correlation coefficient to calculate the
similarity between users and recommends POIs.

Matrix Factorization (MF): This method uses matrix factorization technology to
recommend POIs.

CoRe [40]: This method combines geographical influence and social influence, and
recommends POIs based on the check-in probability of each user on two-dimensional
geographical coordinates.

UFC [41]: This method integrates user preferences, friend importance, and check-in
relevance to recommend POIs to users.

DSPR [16]: This method adopts various context information (such as absolute time,
the time for POI-POI conversion/distance and the type of POI) to explore users’ preferences
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and real-time requirements at the same time and proposes a new recommendation method
for the next POI.

4.2. Experimental Results and Analysis
4.2.1. Parameters Determination

The method proposed in this paper involved five parameters, α, β, γ, ρ, and $. The
value range was (0,1), and α+ β+γ = 1, ρ+ $ =1. In order to obtain the optimal parameter
value, we took the F-score as the objective function and iteratively solved the optimal
parameter value on the Yelp and Meituan data sets, respectively, where the iteration step
size was set to 0.02. After iterative calculation, we found that when the parameter values
α ∈ (0.63, 0.65), β ∈ (0.21, 0.23), γ ∈ (0.13 , 0.15), ρ ∈ (0.58 , 0.61), and $ ∈ (0.38 , 0.41),
the F-score got the best value. Therefore, the values of the parameters in this paper are
α = 0.64, β = 0.22, γ = 0.14, ρ = 0.60, $ = 0.40.

4.2.2. Results Analysis

In this paper, the performance of the method was investigated under different rec-
ommendation list lengths, that is, different POI recommendation numbers k. The recom-
mendation numbers were set to 5, 10, 15, and 20. The experimental results of the method
proposed in this paper and the comparison method are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3. Comparison of results on the Yelp data set. (a) comparison of Precision of each method on Yelp data set.
(b) comparison of Recall of each method on Yelp data set. (c) comparison of F-score of each method on Yelp data set.
(d) comparison of nDCG of each method on Yelp data set.
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Figure 4. Comparison of results on Meituan data set. (a) comparison of Precision of each method on Meituan data set.
(b) comparison of Recall of each method on Meituan data set. (c) comparison of F-score of each method on Meituan data set.
(d) comparison of nDCG of each method on Meituan data set.

It can be seen from Figure 3 that on the Yelp data set, when the recommended number
was 15, compared with the Pearson, our method increased the Precision, Recall, F-score,
and nDCG by 65.6%, 53.9%, 62.4%, and 31.9%, respectively. Compared with the MF, our
method improved the Precision, Recall, F-score, and nDCG by 35.4%, 37.6%, 36.05%, and
20.4%, respectively. Compared with the UFC method, which combines user preference
and check-in correlation, our method enhanced the Precision, Recall, F-score, and nDCG
by 20.26%, 14.93%, 18.77%, and 11.7%, respectively. Compared with the CoRe, which
combines geographical influence and social influence, our method refined the Precision,
Recall, F-score, and nDCG by 10.12%, 5.78%, 8.91%, and 6.23%, respectively. Compared
with the DSPR that uses context information to explore users’ preferences and real-time
requirements at the same time, our method improved the Precision, Recall, F-score, and
nDCG by 7.93%, 3.17%, 6.59%, and 8.02%, respectively. Similarly, when the recommended
number was 5, 10, and 20, compared with the other five methods, our results were still
the best.

Analysis of the results of Figure 4 showed that on the Meituan data set, when the
recommended number was 15, compared with the Pearson, our method increased the
Precision, Recall, F-score, and nDCG by 42.74%, 32.83%, 39.88%, and 35.02%, respectively.
Compared with the MF, our method improved the Precision, Recall, F-score, and nDCG by
28.86%, 30.28%, 29.27%, and 22.78%, respectively. Compared with the UFC, our method
upgraded the Precision, Recall, F-score, and nDCG by 14.21%, 15.03%, 14.45%, and 8.58%,
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respectively. Compared with the CoRe, our method improved the Precision, Recall, F-score,
and nDCG by 15.99%, 22.94%, 17.99%, and 6.17%, respectively. Compared with the DSPR,
our method increased the Precision, Recall, F-score, and nDCG by 10.75%, 15.16%, 12.02%,
and 3.78%, respectively. Similarly, when the recommended number was 5, 10, and 20,
compared with the other five methods, our results were still the best.

After analyzing the characteristics of the Pearson and the MF, it was seen that the
Pearson only considers the user’s check-in score information and MF only uses the infor-
mation of users and POIs but fails to fuse other useful information. However, our method
not only integrates factors such as user preference, user influence, historical trajectory, and
forgetting characteristics, but also considers the correlation between geographical locations
of POI and the influence of POI categories. Therefore, the recommendation effect of our
method is far better than Pearson and MF. Compared with the UFC, which combines user
preference and check-in correlation, we consider more factors such as time, category, and
user’s trajectory, which make our recommendation effect better than the UFC method.
Compared with the CoRe, which combines geographical influence and social influence,
the proposed method in this paper not only considers geographical location influence but
also other factors such as category. Therefore, our recommended method is superior to the
CoRe as a whole. Compared with the DSPR, which uses context information to explore
users’ preferences and real-time needs at the same time, the proposed method considers
the correlation between the positions of POI and the influence of POI categories on the
selection of POI in addition to user preferences. Therefore, our recommended method is
superior to DSPR as a whole.

Furthermore, the influence of the difference in the number of recommended POIs on
the recommendation results was analyzed. We found that when the number of recom-
mended POIs grows, the recommendation accuracy of each method will decrease. From a
practical point of view, it is less likely that the POI ranked lower in the recommendation
list will arouse users’ interest. However, the recall, F-score, and nDCG of all methods will
increase with the increase of the number of recommendations, which means that the more
recommendations, the more POIs that can be provided for users, and there is a certain
probability that the provided POIs will be favored by users. Furthermore, the hybrid
model proposed in this paper fully considers the complementarity of various factors in
recommending users’ POIs and enriches the data. Therefore, the problems of cold-start
and data sparsity are alleviated to a certain extent.

4.2.3. Limitations

POI recommendation methods have become extremely common in recent years and
are applied in a variety of applications. Although our proposed method improves the
accuracy of POI recommendation and is superior to some other POI recommendation
methods, it suffers from two limitations. First, the method cannot provide more diverse
results meeting users’ deep needs. The second limitation is that user influence is considered
a non-fuzzy variable while it is a fuzzy variable.

5. Conclusions

POI recommendation can help consumers find the POIs they want quickly. Excellent
POI recommendation services can provide results that meet user needs. Current POI
recommendation methods are calling for upgrading in view of deficient fusion of users’
multi-source heterogeneous data and poor recommendation results. The refined recom-
mendation model proposed in this paper, a hybrid POI recommendation model integrating
users’ characteristics, time, and space, consists of three sub-models. The first model fully
considers the influence of user preference, user influence, forgetting characteristics, and
trajectory on the selection of POI, and generates corresponding POI recommendation re-
sults based on similarity calculation. The second model looks into the correlation between
the positions of POI, and obtains the probability of the POI that the user has not visited
based on the geographical location coordinates of the POI visited with the method of
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two-dimensional kernel density estimation. The recommendation results pop out then.
The third model produces corresponding recommendation results on account of weighting
the POI category preference after analyzing the influence of POI categories on users’ access
behavior and calculating user’s category preference scores for each POI with the TF-IDF
method. Subsequently, the recommendation results of the sub-model are fused and top-K
POIs are recommended to the target users. Experimental results indicated that the method
proposed in this paper is superior to some other methods in all evaluation indexes, and
alleviates the problems of cold-start and data sparsity to a certain extent. The more accurate
the recommendation result is, the more it can meet the needs of users.

In the future work, we will research in the following aspects: (1) Further subdivide
the social relationships of users and integrate them into the POI recommendation model to
improve the recommendation effect; (2) consider the trade-off among accuracy, diversity,
and novelty of POI recommendation; and (3) apply the research achievement into various
fields [42–44].
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